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ABSTRACT
Period or amplitude variations in eclipsing binaries may reveal the presence of additional massive bodies in the system, such as
circumbinary planets. Here, we have studied twelve previously-known eclipsing post-common-envelope binaries for evidence of
such light curve variations, on the basis of multi-year observations in the SuperWASP archive. The results for HW Vir provided
strong evidence for period changes consistent with those measured by previous studies, and help support a two-planet model for the
system. ASAS J102322−3737.0 exhibited plausible evidence for a period increase not previously suggested; while NY Vir, QS Vir
and NSVS 14256825 aﬀorded less significant support for period change, providing some confirmation to earlier claims. In other
cases, period change was not convincingly observed; for AA Dor and NSVS 07826147, previous findings of constant period were
confirmed. This study allows us to present hundreds of new primary eclipse timings for these systems, and further demonstrates the
value of wide-field high-cadence surveys like SuperWASP for the investigation of variable stars.
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1. Introduction
Since the discovery of planetary-mass objects around millisec-
ond pulsar PSR B1257+12 (Wolszczan & Frail 1992), exoplan-
ets have been detected in a range of surprising environments.
Numerous hot Jupiters present a challenge to planetary system
formation models (e.g. Mayor & Queloz 1995); planets have
been found orbiting single members of binary and higher-order
multiple star systems (e.g. Butler et al. 1997; Anglada-Escudé
et al. 2012); and recently a number of circumbinary planets have
been observed (e.g. Doyle et al. 2011). In the last few years,
claims of planets in post-common-envelope binaries (PCEBs)
have proved especially controversial, and in this paper we aim
to add to the evidence needed to evaluate models for such sys-
tems, using archival survey data.
A notable class of binary star systems have passed through
a phase of common envelope evolution (Paczynski 1976). The
details of the process and its various possible outcomes are not
yet fully understood (for a recent review see Ivanova et al. 2013);
however, one observed outcome is the formation of a PCEB con-
sisting of a hot subdwarf B (sdB) or OB stellar core (Heber 2009)
or white dwarf (WD) primary, and a low-mass main sequence
star or brown dwarf companion, in a close but detached orbital
configuration. Eclipsing PCEBs of these types are especially
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valuable for understanding common envelope evolution and sub-
sequent system behaviours, since their parameters can be deter-
mined with high precision. Their photometric light curves are
also highly distinctive, often exhibiting well-defined very deep
primary eclipses and strong reflection eﬀects (e.g. HW Vir in
Fig. 1). Together with their short orbital periods (usually a few
hours), these features facilitate accurate measurement of timings
of minimum light, and thereby the construction of observed mi-
nus calculated (O−C) diagrams to reveal any changes in orbital
period over time.
Zorotovic & Schreiber (2013) compiled a list of currently
known eclipsing PCEBs, including 13 with an sdB primary and
43 with a WD primary, and noted that for five sdB systems
and four WD systems apparent period changes had been ob-
served: a surprisingly high proportion of those which have been
well-studied over long time bases. Many researchers have seen
these period changes as evidence for the presence of additional
massive bodies in the system: circumbinary giant planets1 or
brown dwarfs e.g. Lee et al. (2009); Beuermann et al. (2010).
The reality of such PCEB planets is somewhat controversial.
Where multiple circumbinary planets have been proposed in a
single system, the long-term dynamical stability of their orbits
has often been questioned e.g. Horner et al. (2013); Wittenmyer
et al. (2013), though the dynamical stability analyses used have
1 Planets might also in principle be detected through sinusoidal varia-
tions of an sdB star’s pulsation period, as suggested for isolated pulsator
V391 Peg (Silvotti et al. 2007).
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Fig. 1. SuperWASP light curves for 12 eclipsing PCEBs phase-folded at periods given in Table 1, with binned mean curves overplotted in red
(online only). The x axes indicate phase; the y axes SuperWASP flux in arbitrary units (pseudo-V magnitudes are given by 15 − 2.5 log(flux). A
typical point’s uncertainty is shown in the bottom right of each panel.
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Table 1. PCEBs observable in SuperWASP archive.
System SuperWASP ID Type Time base P ˙P ˙P limit Ref. min.
short name (Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) MM/(20)YY (s) (s yr−1) (s yr−1) (BJD-2 450 000)
AA Dor J053140.34−695302.1 sdOB+dM/BD 09/08–03/11 22597.030(3) 0.01 4738.35933(3)
ASAS 10232a J102321.90−373659.9 sdB+dM 05/06–06/11 12032.8839(9) 0.0073(12) 0.003 3860.199336(14)
EC 10246−2707 J102656.50−272256.7 sdB+dM 05/06–06/12 10239.0898(3) 0.0012(8) 0.003 3860.161068(12)
HS 2231+2441b J223421.48+245657.5 sdB+BD(?) 05/04–09/10 9554.789(2) 0.03 3150.652325(11)
HW Vir J124420.23−084016.8 sdB+dM 07/06–03/11 10084.5643(6) 0.00287(9) 0.0003 3924.150763(12)
2M 1938+4603c J193832.60+460359.1 sdB+dM 05/04–07/10 10866.1147(17) 0.01 3128.537958(13)
NSVS 07826147d J153349.46+375928.2 sdB+dM 05/04–06/11 13976.9668(4) 0.0003 3128.426606(16)
NSVS 14256825e J202000.46+043756.4 sdOB+dM 06/06–08/11 9536.3263(5) 0.0019(8) 0.003 3904.675974(11)
NY Vir J133848.16−020149.3 sdB+dM 07/07–03/11 8727.7761(7) −0.0016(6) 0.003 4307.135167(10)
DE CVn J132653.28+453246.9 WD+dM 05/04–03/11 31461.639(8) 0.03 3128.30161(4)
QS Vir J134952.07−131337.3 f WD+dM 07/07–03/11 13025.4555(8) 0.007(3) 0.01 4307.165601(15)
V471 Tau J035024.96+171447.4 WD+dK2 09/06–11/11 45030.05(4)
Notes. (a) ASAS J102322−3737.0=TYC 7709−376−1. (b) =2MASS J22342148+2456573. (c) 2MASS J19383260+4603591=TYC 3556−3568−1.
(d) Listed as NSVS 07826247 in Zorotovic & Schreiber (2013); =2MASS J15334944+3759282. (e) =2MASS J20200045+0437564. ( f ) Archive
also contains slightly poorer quality observations of this object under the identifier 1SWASP J134952.00−131336.9.
also been criticized on methodological grounds (Marsh et al.
2014). Zorotovic & Schreiber (2013) carried out binary popu-
lation syntheses which suggested that giant planets should be
rare in the progenitors of PCEBs, leaving secondary planet for-
mation (Völschow et al. 2014) or a non-planetary cause such as
the Applegate mechanism (Applegate 1992) as the most likely
explanations for the observed period changes.
Distinguishing between diﬀerent proposed architectures
for circumbinary planetary systems, and indeed determining
whether planets are plausible in PCEBs at all, relies largely upon
the quality of the eclipse timing observations: ideally, we would
have a large number of precise measurements of light curve min-
ima, evenly covering a long time-base. In practice, many sys-
tems for which period changes indicative of circumbinary plan-
ets have been claimed, fall far short of this ideal. Therefore, here
we search the archive of the SuperWASP (Wide Angle Search
for Planets) project (Pollacco et al. 2006) for evidence of period
changes in those PCEBs from Zorotovic & Schreiber’s Table 1
which have been observed by SuperWASP. The archive con-
tains high-cadence photometric light curves for bright sources
(V ∼ 8–15 mag) over almost the whole sky, stretching back
to 2004 in many cases, and so should be capable of filling in
gaps or extending the coverage of O−C diagrams for many of
these systems. We have previously observed and measured pe-
riod changes in short-period main sequence eclipsing binary can-
didates using SuperWASP data (Lohr et al. 2012, 2013); here, we
develop our analytical method to improve the precision and ro-
bustness of its period change measurements, and to search for
variations in light curve amplitude as well. It is hoped that the
results may shed light on future investigations of this intriguing
group of eclipsing binary systems.
2. Method
The SuperWASP archive was first searched for objects within
1 arcmin of the coordinates of known bright eclipsing PCEB
systems. Matching light curves were extracted, and checked vi-
sually for evidence of the expected variability. In marginal cases,
and where sources neighbouring each other on the sky exhibited
a similar pattern of variability, the custom IDL code described
below was used to determine objectively whether the eclipsing
signal was detectable in the data, or to select the source with the
strongest signal amongst near neighbours. Once the set of usable
SuperWASP eclipsing PCEBs had been established, their Sys-
Rem-corrected fluxes (Tamuz et al. 2005; Mazeh et al. 2006),
from a 3.5 pixel-radius aperture, formed the basis of further
analysis.
2.1. Orbital period and mean light curve determination
Extreme outliers can often complicate the analysis of
SuperWASP light curves; here, a first pass stripped out
physically-impossible data points, and then an envelope enclos-
ing a plausibly-relevant range of fluxes was determined from the
flux frequency distribution.
Reference orbital periods were found using a form of phase
dispersion minimization (Lafler & Kinman 1965; Stellingwerf
1978), by folding each light curve on a range of trial periods
(initially separated by 1 s), binning the folded curves by pseudo-
phase, and summing the standard deviations of fluxes in each bin
to give a total dispersion measure per trial period. The lowest
dispersion should correspond to the best folding, where the data
points have minimal scatter about the mean light curve shape.
The period could then be refined further by repeating the search
with smaller time steps between trial periods. Slightly diﬀerent
final periods are found if diﬀerent numbers of phase bins are
used to calculate dispersions; therefore, by repeating the whole
period-determination procedure with a range of binnings, a mean
reference period and an indication of its uncertainty were deter-
mined for each object, and these values were used for the re-
mainder of our analysis (P in Table 1).
A third stage of outlier-removal was then applied, iteratively
cleaning out points lying 4.5 standard deviations from the binned
mean flux values. This allowed a smoother light curve template
shape to be determined for each object; the number of points
used for each template also aﬀected its out-of-eclipse smooth-
ness and the sharpness of its eclipses, and this was optimized by
visual inspection.
As yet the folded curves had arbitrary pseudo-phases associ-
ated with their minima, so each deeper (primary) minimum was
aligned with phase zero in a two-step process. First, an approx-
imate zero-phase was found from the bin with the lowest mean
flux (this would give inaccurate results if each bin covered a sig-
nificant fraction of the orbital period, or if the primary eclipses
were flat-bottomed). Then, folded data points within 0.1 phases
of the approximate zero point were used to define the true zero,
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by mirror-folding about a number of trial zeroes, and applying
phase dispersion minimization again. This method has the ad-
vantage of using all the data near eclipse, rather than just the
binned means, and so is able to benefit from the long time-base
and extensive cycle-coverage of a modern time-domain auto-
mated survey like SuperWASP. However, it does rely on the
assumption of basically symmetric primary eclipses, like the
method of Kwee & van Woerden (1956), which is still used
widely with high-quality photometric light curves covering a
small number of nights. Where eclipses are clearly asymmet-
ric, a minimum-flux approach to finding the zero phase would
probably be more meaningful; in these PCEBs, however, pri-
mary eclipses were indeed highly symmetric, and so a method
allowing direct comparison between SuperWASP eclipse tim-
ings and those measured by others using Kwee & van Woerden’s
approach was preferred here.
2.2. Period and amplitude variation measurement
Expected primary eclipse times (on the assumption of constant
periods) were then calculated for every cycle within the time-
base covered by SuperWASP data. The first of these reference
minima, converted to barycentric Julian date (BJD-TDB), is
given for each object in the final column of Table 1; in com-
bination with the given periods, this provides SuperWASP lin-
ear ephemerides. Using these, each night of observed data was
compared with a fitting template covering appropriate phases,
derived from the binned mean light curve template generated
earlier, interpolated by a spline curve as necessary to match the
exact times of observation. The template could be adjusted using
three parameters: x-axis position (time), y-axis position (flux),
and scaling in the y-direction (amplitude of curve). At each fit-
ting step, the observed curve was compared with 125 synthetic
curves generated from the template by varying the three parame-
ters simultaneously according to a cubic grid of possible values,
and the minimum χ2 value was chosen as indicating the best
fit. The first step had the expected x-y location and scale of the
template as the centre of the parameter “cube”; subsequent steps
recentred the cube on the parameter combination with the low-
est χ2 value at the previous step. If a fitting attempt repeatedly
moved the centre to the edge of the previous cube, it was deemed
not to be converging, and was abandoned. If the cube’s centre did
not move between steps, the separation between grid points was
reduced, and the fitting step was repeated. This continued until
the diﬀerence between adjacent steps’ minimum χ2 values fell
below a critical threshold (0.001).
In this way, an optimum fit between the light curve template
found for the whole data set folded at its mean (reference) pe-
riod, and each night of observed data, could be determined. This
best fit provided an x-axis oﬀset from the expected value, which
corresponded to an O−C value for the night as a whole, but
which could also be combined with the nearest time of calculated
minimum to produce a BJD (TBD) for that eclipse, allowing di-
rect comparison with other published times of minima for the
same source. Our approach here, fitting an adjustable template
light curve to the whole of a night’s data (which could cover
several orbital cycles in the case of some short-period PCEBs),
aimed to take full advantage of the SuperWASP project’s
strengths: long-term, numerous, fairly high-cadence observa-
tions, without being hampered by its relatively low signal-to-
noise photometry in comparison with larger telescopes. On many
occasions, a useful time of primary eclipse could be obtained
even when the eclipse itself was not captured by the night’s
observations, since the reflection eﬀect and shape of secondary
Fig. 2. First night of SuperWASP observations of HW Vir, with best fit
overplotted (final uncertainty in timing <2 s).
minimum provided suﬃcient information for an excellent fit (see
Fig. 2 for an example single-night fit).
Changes in light curve amplitude could also be measured,
using the y-scaling parameter adjustment for the best fit. The
remaining fixed-scale y-shifting parameter would track any
changes in flux level for the whole night’s curve, relative to the
full light curve’s out-of-eclipse mean flux; such changes might
be expected to result from varying air mass or Moon proxim-
ity on diﬀerent nights, or from instrumental noise. Approximate
starting uncertainties for each of the three parameter values were
obtained from the curvature of the χ2 volume in the final cubic
grid.
2.3. Outlier removal and method testing
After all nights had been processed, convergent results could
be plotted on three diagrams corresponding to the diﬀerent
fitting parameters. Outliers in the O−C diagram in particular
(e.g. HW Vir in Fig. 3) tended to complicate the determina-
tion of period change. Night-by-night visual checks of the fitted
data did not suggest any underlying physical cause for short-
term variations such as spots or additional eclipses. We may
note that similar visual checks of apparent contact eclipsing bi-
nary 1SWASP J093010.78+533859.5, occasioned by its erratic
O−C diagram, revealed a second eclipsing binary (Lohr et al.
2013); the outlying values here present a far more chaotic ap-
pearance, and are most probably produced by a range of atmo-
spheric and instrumental complicating factors, like the outliers
in SuperWASP light curves in general.
To some extent, these O−C outliers could be excluded by the
size of their uncertainties: some nights of data contained only a
handful of apparently erratic observations, and the resulting poor
fits had large uncertainties for their parameter values. However,
some nights resulted in well-constrained good fits despite being
obvious outliers relative to the local O−C trend, so this criterion
was not suﬃcient. Excluding nights with small numbers of ob-
servations would also have removed many perfectly good values
from the O−C diagram (where those observations were spaced
closely around the primary minimum, for example). Removing
points on the basis that they lay several standard deviations from
the mean O−C value would also have been unhelpful, since it
would have removed valid points if the underlying shape of the
data set was parabolic. It was of course not known in advance
whether a linear or quadratic fit would be appropriate for each
O−C diagram, and the presence of outliers could easily change
which function gave a better fit to the data set.
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Fig. 3. O−C diagrams for six PCEBs potentially indicating period change, constructed using SuperWASP data only. The x axes indicate night count
since the start of observation (since whole nights are fitted with template curves); the y axes give O−C measurements in seconds. Automatically-
excluded outliers are in black and selected good minimum timings in red (colour online only); a small number of more extreme outliers lie outside
the bounds of some plots. Best linear (red solid line) and quadratic (blue dashed line) fits to the selected data points are overplotted.
Therefore, an automated iterative procedure was carried out
(without any prior preference for either function) attempting lin-
ear and quadratic fits alternately to each O−C diagram, and re-
moving points lying >3 standard deviations from the better fit or
with uncertainties >3 standard deviations larger than the mean
uncertainty size. Sinusoidal fits were not attempted, since this
would introduce too many degrees of freedom, and since the
time-base covered appeared short enough that sinusoidal varia-
tion would show up as approximately quadratic in any case. The
plot of amplitude variation was also used to exclude extreme out-
liers in that dimension; however, the absolute flux variation plot
was not used, since sudden and substantial variations in that di-
mension appeared entirely physically plausible. If the χ2 value
of the better fit ever fell below 1, the uncertainties of the remain-
ing points were rescaled accordingly. The process halted when
no further points needed to be removed2.
Following this procedure, period change was either sup-
ported, if a quadratic function gave a better fit to the remain-
ing data points in the O−C diagram, or unsupported, if a linear
2 All eclipse timings, including those removed by this process, are
available in the electronic version of this paper.
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function gave a better fit. (A linear fit with slope significantly
diﬀerent from zero would also arise if the period used were too
long or too short, though irregular or sparse coverage of the time
base could also produce a non-zero gradient even with an ac-
curate period.) However, some cases of apparent period change
were only marginally supported, in that the best linear fit pro-
duced a (modified) χ2 value only slightly higher than the best
quadratic fit. Since the points’ uncertainties had been adjusted
during the process of outlier removal, it was not clear how large
a diﬀerence in χ2 values would be required to indicate e.g. a 95%
confidence level in a measurement of period change. In particu-
lar, there seemed no reason to believe that the same level would
be valid in all cases.
Therefore, tests using synthetic light curves were carried
out to determine the reliability of the program. Each object’s
mean (template) light curve was used as the basis for gener-
ating a large number of “background” synthetic curves, and
the time sampling and point uncertainties of the original light
curve were applied to each synthetic curve. Each flux value
was then perturbed randomly according to a normal distribution
with standard deviation equal to the corresponding original data
point’s uncertainty. Correlations between observations made on
the same night in SuperWASP light curves were accounted for
by determining the mean residual flux of each night’s observa-
tions relative to the template, and adding one of these values,
chosen at random, to each night’s fluxes in the synthetic curve.
Histograms of the final synthetic curves’ residual fluxes, relative
to their mean curves, followed approximately Gaussian distribu-
tions (like the original objects), but with slightly greater widths
i.e. the synthetic curves had slightly larger uncertainties than the
real light curves. No period change was included in the synthetic
curves. They were then processed by our code in exactly the
same way as the real light curves, to see what proportion of them
produced false positives, and how large the diﬀerence between
best linear and quadratic fit χ2 values was. This allowed us to
distinguish between statistically significant and non-significant
period changes.
A similar approach was used to check the sensitivity of the
program to genuine period change. Synthetic curves were gen-
erated as before, with the characteristics of the test objects; here,
however, steady period change was included, with a known sign
and magnitude. Our code was then run on the synthetic curves, to
determine lower limits of detectability for each system i.e. how
rapid a period change would need to be in order to be reliably de-
tected and accurately measured using SuperWASP archive data.
3. Results
Of Zorotovic & Schreiber’s collected eclipsing PCEBs, twelve
were bright enough to have usable observations in the
SuperWASP archive, of which nine were HW Vir-type systems
(sdB or sdOB primary with an M dwarf or brown dwarf compan-
ion), and three contained a WD with a low-mass main sequence
companion (Table 1). In the case of QS Vir, two nearby sources
fell within the SuperWASP aperture, resulting in a pair of very
similar archive light curves containing the eclipsing signal of the
same system. One curve was slightly brighter and had a larger
amplitude, and was selected for further analysis here.
Orbital periods were determined for the twelve objects by the
method described in Sect. 2, accurate to between 7 and 9 signifi-
cant figures (see Table 1, which also gives the date ranges during
which they were observed by SuperWASP). Their light curves,
phase-folded using these periods, are shown in Fig. 1. All exhibit
a strong reflection eﬀect; in ASAS 10232 and 2M 1938+4603
this dominates the light curve shape. The other systems all show
deep, well-defined primary eclipses, which are flat-bottomed
in the cases of the WD systems and AA Dor. V471 Tau ex-
hibited extreme short-term variability in light curve shape and
amplitude, which prevented further analysis of possible period
changes since no typical template curve could be determined for
it. It therefore plays no further part in this study, though an indi-
vidual customized analysis of its SuperWASP archive data might
yield useful results in future.
The remaining eleven objects were searched for evidence
of period change, and a selection of their O−C diagrams are
given in Fig. 3. In six cases, the best fit to the data following
outlier removal was quadratic (ASAS 10232, EC 10246−2707,
HW Vir, NSVS 14256825, NY Vir and QS Vir), so the signif-
icance of the period change implied was tested for these ob-
jects. HW Vir exhibited highly significant period increase over
the observed time base (p-value of 0.002 i.e. 0.2% of “back-
ground” tests provided equally strong or stronger evidence for
period change, purely by chance). ASAS 10232 and NY Vir
showed very plausible evidence for period change (p-values
of 0.02 and 0.06, respectively). Even considering that 11 tri-
als were run, we would expect to find three or more results
with p ≤ 0.06 by accident only ∼2.5% of the time. QS Vir,
NSVS 14256825 and EC 10246−2707 provided increasingly
weak and non-significant support for period change (p-values of
0.22, 0.28 and 0.36, respectively); however, we note that the di-
rection and approximate magnitude of the changes suggested for
QS Vir and NSVS 14256825 accord with the findings of other
researchers (see Sects. 4.11 and 4.8 below). The other five ob-
jects did not show evidence of period change over the time bases
considered.
The full set of SuperWASP light curves had widely-varying
sensitivities to genuine change: for DE CVn changes of up
to 0.03 s yr−1 would not have been detectable, while for
NSVS 07826147, any changes would have to be slower than
0.0003 s yr−1 to be missed. Table 1 gives the measured period
changes ( ˙P) and the limits of expected period change detectabil-
ity ( ˙P limit). Tables A.1–A.22 (available at the CDS) give the
times of minima for the eleven objects, in BJD (BDT).
No clear evidence of change in light curve amplitudes was
observed, though there was a possible suggestion of curvature
in ASAS 10232’s amplitude-time diagram which might repay
further investigation.
4. Discussion
For easier comparison with others’ findings, previously-
published eclipse timings were collected for each object, and
converted to BJD (TDB) where necessary3. O−C diagrams were
then compiled relative to a recent or widely-used ephemeris, and
the new SuperWASP values were included after seasonal bin-
ning to improve the clarity of the trends they indicate (Fig. 4).
Objects are discussed individually.
4.1. AA Dor
AA Dor was discovered, identified as an eclipsing sdB bi-
nary, and given an initial solution in a series of papers by
Kilkenny et al. (1978, 1979, 1981), and eclipse timings have
3 http://astroutils.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/time/
hjd2bjd.html (see also Eastman et al. 2010).
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Fig. 4. O−C diagrams for eleven PCEBs according to ephemerides given in text, including previously published eclipse timings (black squares)
and new binned SuperWASP timings (red crosses). The x axes indicate cycle count; the y axes O−C values in seconds. For HW Vir, the region
containing new SuperWASP values is surrounded by a red rectangle for clarity. For HS 2231+2441, larger black squares indicate the approximate
locations of the unpublished observations of Qian et al. (2010b), with their fitted curve overplotted as a solid line.
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been published for it covering the period 1977–2010 (Kilkenny
1986, 2011; Kilkenny et al. 1991, 2000). The ephemeris used
here is from Kilkenny (2011):
BJD 2 443 196.34925+ 0.2615397362E. (1)
They conclude that a linear ephemeris is suﬃcient to explain
the observations to date, and the addition of our partially-
overlapping timings, extending coverage to March 2011, does
not contradict this. They suggest that any change greater than
about 3 × 10−7 s yr−1 would be ruled out. AA Dor is notable
within the set of objects because, as Zorotovic & Schreiber point
out, “it is so far the only PCEB with continuous high-precision
eclipse time measurements that does not show any signs of ap-
parent period variations”.
4.2. ASAS 10232
The discovery paper for ASAS 10232 as an eclipsing sdB bi-
nary is Schaﬀenroth et al. (2013), which also provides an or-
bital solution, but only a single time of minimum obtained from
Carnes Hill Observatory BVI light curves from March 2008:
HJD 2 454 538.99689± 0.00042 (or possibly 0.000042). They
determine a period from the first three years of SuperWASP
archived observations, covering May 2006–January 2009; since
our data points used here form a superset of their data, extending
coverage to June 2011, we prefer our period (Table 1) with their
cycle zero to form the ephemeris:
BJD 2 454 538.99765+ 0.139269490E. (2)
Schaﬀenroth et al. also measured individual eclipse times from
their SuperWASP data, by a similar method to that used here
(fitting a mean light curve to night-by-night data), to produce
an O−C diagram (their Fig. 7), to which they fit a downward-
opening parabola. On the basis of this they suggest a possible
period decrease in the system, but note that it requires more ob-
servations to confirm. The fitting method used here is able to
benefit from a longer time-base and hence a better-defined mean
light curve; thus we have apparently been able to measure the
times of eclipse more precisely from the same source of data.
Although their point uncertainties are not shown, the majority of
their O−C values seem to fall within ∼400 s of the fitted curve;
ours (Fig. 3) fall mostly within ∼100 s of the preferred quadratic
fit. After binning every two weeks’ O−C values together (Fig. 4)
the trend is even more clearly indicated: over six years, the sys-
tem appears to be increasing, rather than decreasing in period.
Of course, the variation may be more complex e.g. sinusoidal,
on a still longer timescale, and further independent observations
are needed to help clarify the behaviour of this system.
4.3. EC 10246−2707
Although previously known to contain an sdB star,
EC 10246−2707 was not described as an eclipsing binary
until Barlow et al. (2013), which also estimates the system
parameters and provides eclipse timings between February 1997
and June 2012. We use their ephemeris:
BJD 2 455 680.562160+ 0.1185079936E. (3)
They find no evidence for period change on the basis of their
data, and determine a limit on detectability of change of
0.0003 s yr−1. Our results here support this non-detection of
change, and help to fill a gap in their coverage of the system’s
behaviour during 2006–2008.
4.4. HS 2231+2441
The discovery paper for HS 2231+2441 is Østensen et al. (2007),
who determine system parameters and provide the ephemeris:
BJD 2 453 522.669493+ 0.1105880E. (4)
Qian et al. (2010b) describe observations of the system between
2005 and 2009, and provide an O−C diagram (their Fig. 4),
which they fit with a function including both a quadratic and a
sinusoidal term. Therefore, they suggest the presence of a secu-
lar decrease in orbital period, associated with magnetic braking,
and a tertiary companion responsible for the sinusoidal varia-
tion. Since their times of minima do not appear to have been
published yet, we compare our SuperWASP eclipse timings with
their fitted curve, and estimate the cycle numbers of their obser-
vations from their O−C diagram; their data values are placed on
the fitted curve despite exhibiting some scatter about it (Fig. 4).
Although fairly close to their fit during 2006 and 2007, our ob-
servations do not strongly support it outside their original data
range i.e. during 2004 and 2012, and a linear function might
provide a better fit to the full data set. A straight-line fit with
negative slope would be expected in an O−C diagram if the pe-
riod used to construct it were too long; we note that Østensen
et al.’s period, based on just three nights of observations dur-
ing June and September 2005, is fractionally longer than ours
(0.11058784 d), and quoted to lower precision, and this may be
a cause for the apparent long-term downward trend seen here.
4.5. HW Vir
The prototype for eclipsing sdB binaries, HW Vir was discov-
ered by Menzies & Marang (1986), and its times of minima
were documented between 1984 and 2002 by a group at the
South African Astronomical Observatory (Marang & Kilkenny
1989; Kilkenny et al. 1991, 1994, 2000, 2003), who also studied
AA Dor and NY Vir over many years. Following Beuermann
et al. (2012b), we include their eclipse timings in Fig. 4 along
with others having a quoted error ≤0.0001 d (Wood et al. 1993;
Lee et al. 2009; Brát et al. 2011), and Beuermann et al.’s own
results, up to February 2012. For clearer comparison of our re-
sults with the recent models of Lee et al. and Beuermann et al.,
we use their ephemeris:
BJD 2 445 730.55803+ 0.1167195E. (5)
Lee et al. interpreted the O−C diagram up to 2009 (epoch
∼76 000; their Fig. 5 top panel) as the sum of a downward-
opening parabola (secular period decrease caused by mag-
netic braking) and two sinusoidal terms (LITE associated with
two substellar circumbinary companions). However, Beuermann
et al. pointed out that the proposed companions’ orbits crossed,
indicating a probable near-encounter or collision within 2000 y;
moreover, the O−C values after 2009 diverge substantially from
Lee et al.’s fit, curving upwards rather than following the pro-
posed quadratic decline. They argue for an alternative model
without the long-term period decrease, and involving two cir-
cumbinary low-mass objects in orbits which they found to be
stable for more than 108 y. We note that our new SuperWASP
eclipse timings, covering July 2006 to March 2011, strongly sup-
port Beuermann et al.’s model over that of Lee et al., in that a
significant period increase is clear, and several previously un-
documented parts of the general trend during this time are now
well covered. HW Vir is also the system in which the contribu-
tion of SuperWASP archival data is most readily apparent: some
180 primary eclipse timings could be measured with uncertain-
ties below 0.00006 d, covering about six years.
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4.6. 2M 1938+4603
2M 1938+4603, a Kepler-field object (Borucki et al. 2010)
known to contain an sdB star, was observed to possess shallow
primary and secondary eclipses, in addition to its substantial
reflection eﬀect, by Østensen et al. (2010) (who also discov-
ered HS 2231+2441). On the basis of 13 supplementary ground-
based timings covering June 2008–May 2010, they provide the
ephemeris
BJD 2 454 640.86416+ 0.12576530E. (6)
Our SuperWASP timings extend coverage back to May 2004,
and although they are individually not very precise, when binned
together they suggest a long-term negative linear trend. As with
HS 2231+2441, we suspect Østensen et al.’s period is fraction-
ally too long (ours is 0.12576522 d), creating a downward slope
in the O−C diagram (their timing uncertainties may also be un-
derestimated, given the scatter of their observations about the
mean). Allowing for this, our data set does not seem to suggest
any period change in this system. It is interesting to note that
Østensen et al. also provide 77 extremely precise consecutive
eclipse timings from Kepler observations (around epoch 2500);
when the full continuous space-based light curve for this object
is made available, it should be possible to determine whether
2M 1938+4603 is undergoing period variations with unprece-
dented confidence and precision.
4.7. NSVS 07826147
NSVS 07826147 was discovered by Kelley & Shaw (2007), and
primary eclipse timings have been published for it by For et al.
(2010); Liying & Shengbang (2010); Backhaus et al. (2012). We
use Backhaus et al.’s ephemeris to construct our O−C diagram:
BJD 2 455 611.926580+ 0.1617704531E. (7)
No period change has been claimed yet for this system, though
the previously-published timings only covered February 2008–
October 2011; the addition of our SuperWASP timings extends
the coverage back to May 2004, and provides stronger support
for a constant orbital period. Indeed, our results suggest an upper
limit on any period variation of about 0.0003 s yr−1.
4.8. NSVS 14256825
NSVS 14256825 was identified as an eclipsing sdB binary by
Wils et al. (2007), who published some eclipse timings; others
have been provided by Kilkenny & Koen (2012); Beuermann
et al. (2012a); Almeida et al. (2013). Qian et al. (2010b) report
observations of the system since 2006, and claim evidence for
a cyclic variation, but have not yet published supporting timing
measurements. Here, we use the ephemeris of the most recent
analysis of the system, Hinse et al. (2014):
BJD 2 455 408.74454+ 0.11037411E. (8)
On the basis of very similar O−C variations, Beuermann et al.
(2012a) argue for a single circumbinary low-mass companion
in an elliptical orbit, while Almeida et al. (2013) prefer a two-
planet model. Hinse et al. (2014), however, find that the data
are insuﬃcient to constrain any particular one-planet model, and
provide no convincing evidence for a second circumbinary com-
panion. Unfortunately, while our new timings are quite con-
sistent with previous measurements, and independently support
period increase over June 2006–August 2011, they do not add
much to the coverage or clarify the longer-term trends of period
variation for this particular system.
4.9. NY Vir
Kilkenny et al. (1998) published the discovery paper for NY Vir,
and provided eclipse timings and an ephemeris for it be-
tween 1996 and 2010 (Kilkenny et al. 2000; Kilkenny 2011).
Additional times are given in Çamurdan et al. (2012) and Qian
et al. (2012); the latter also provides the revised ephemeris:
BJD 2 450 223.362213+ 0.1010159673E. (9)
A steady period decrease was observed in the O−C diagram by
Kilkenny (2011); Çamurdan et al. (2012); Qian et al. (2012),
and is independently supported by our new SuperWASP tim-
ings. Qian et al. argue that this is unlikely to be caused by the
Applegate mechanism, gravitational radiation or magnetic brak-
ing, due to its magnitude and the fully convective nature of the
stars, and suggest instead that it is part of a long-term (>15 y)
cyclic variation associated with a circumbinary planet; further-
more, they claim that the O−C diagram provides evidence for a
shorter-period fourth body in the system.
4.10. DE CVn
DE CVn was identified as an X-ray source in the ROSAT cat-
alogue (Voges et al. 1999), and as an eclipsing binary con-
taining a WD by Robb & Greimel (1997), who also pub-
lished several times of minima. Other timings are provided by
van den Besselaar et al. (2007); Tas et al. (2004); Parsons et al.
(2010), and Parsons et al. also give the ephemeris we use in
Fig. 4:
BJD 2 452 784.554043+ 0.3641393156E. (10)
Although the previously-published eclipse timings of DE CVn
cover 1997–2006, Parsons et al. feel that most are too uncertain
to allow any claims regarding period change to be made. Our
new timings extend coverage to March 2011, and although they
also have large uncertainties, we may note at least that the whole
O−C diagram is fully consistent with a constant period for this
system, over about 14 years.
4.11. QS Vir
QS Vir was discovered and later identified as an eclipsing WD
binary by Kilkenny et al. (1997); O’Donoghue et al. (2003).
They and Kawka et al. (2002); Qian et al. (2010a); Parsons
et al. (2010) provide eclipse timings for it, and here we use the
ephemeris of Parsons et al.:
BJD 2 448 689.64062+ 0.150757525E. (11)
(Almeida & Jablonski 2011 also refer to new timings for the
system, but have not yet published them.) The substantial period
changes evident in Fig. 4 are demonstrated by Parsons et al. to be
an order of magnitude too large to be caused by the Applegate
mechanism; however, they are also doubtful about the plausi-
bility of a third body in the system, while noting that it “re-
mains the only mechanism able to produce such a large period
variation”. The data set available to them covered April 1992–
February 2010; Almeida & Jablonski (2011) add a few more
points extending it to August 2010, and argue on this basis for
a system containing two circumstellar low-mass bodies. Our
partly-overlapping new timings extend the time base to March
2011, and provide independent, if weak, support for a recent in-
crease in QS Vir’s orbital period.
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5. Conclusions
Twelve PCEBs with observations covering between three and
seven years in the SuperWASP archive were analysed here for
evidence of period and/or light curve amplitude change, poten-
tially indicating the presence of circumbinary planets. Their pe-
riods were found to high precision, agreeing very closely with
those found in previous studies. Hundreds of primary eclipse
timings were also determined for the objects, in many cases for
previously unobserved epochs, and are made available in the
electronic version of this article, for future study of these sys-
tems’ period variations.
Period changes found in much previous work were strongly
confirmed here for HW Vir, as was the stability of the peri-
ods of AA Dor and NSVS 07826147. New eclipse timings of
NSVS 14256825, NY Vir and QS Vir, previously suggested as
hosts for third bodies, provided some support for period change,
while claims of period variations for HS 2231+2441 were not
supported by our data. V471 Tau could not be analysed for pe-
riod variations due to its dramatic and apparently irregular am-
plitude changes. For 2M 1938+4603 and DE CVn, previously
published eclipse timings had not been suﬃcient to make strong
claims; we found no plausible evidence for period changes in
these systems. However, for ASAS 10232, our data provided
fairly strong evidence for period increase between May 2006
and June 2011, and perhaps for systematic amplitude changes
as well, which might suggest this system as a further candidate
for containing a circumbinary third body.
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